
7th June 1963 Born

Summer 1976 Corfu - Seizures start
Summer 76 - summer 79 Mum drags me around hospitals for more scans and tests
August 79 Led Zep Knebworth concert
1 day later Woken up by brother early in morning - Taken home and then straight to hospital More brain scans

Find brain tumour
Moved to side room as noise in neurosurgical ward ghastly and cannot sleep
Man opposite had big bike accident- brain damaged - shouting out at all times of day and night

2 days later Operating slab MARKER FOR STRESS/what was to come later
50/50 chance of survival
brother and parents huddled in tears outside operating theatre
Come out of anaesthetic - very sick - tubes out of head
Hears nurses saying "David is very ill" - Think I am going to die

3 weeks later Recovered and leave hospital - Get record for quickest recovered from major brain surgery

2nd June 1998 Samantha goes into labour - Midwife starts to struggle - I notice that something is wrong
I burst out of delivery suite and demand a doctor otherwise I will sue
Doctor establishes that the chord is wrapped around Verity's neck
Unless swift action is taken, she will be dead or severe brain damage will occur
Doctor arrives and cuts Samantha

2nd June 1998 I am told to sit down - Verity is presented to me for feeding - She has an "alien" shaped head
Told by the doctor that Verity's head will go back to normal shape in time
Verity is in my arms and I start to feed her
She looks up at me with her big eyes and I look down at her
I promise myself that no harm will ever come to my little girl

1999 Sam invites parents around for lunch
Same day Samantha says she wants trial separation for 3 months out of the blue
Same day I pack a bag and go to parents house where I am greeted by Mum - I am beside myself

+ 3 months I call Samantha to say I am coming back and instantly says "No, I want a divorce now"
Get suspicious
Go around to house early in morning to see Stuart Parkinson's car there
Stuart Parkinson was my best friend and godfather to Verity

+2 days Go up with father to Manches to seek advice
Because Verity so young, I will have to pay £250,000 plus maintenance

2000 Get divorced and lose everything

7th April 2000 Move out of parents house to small chalet bungalow, 9 The Avenue, Brockham
with help of a loan from father as was left with only £50,000 after divorce

Late 2000 Am refused extra staff at my job at Premium Credit - write 4 reports
All turned down
Taking on all of heavy load myself as the Finance Director

2001 I have a nervous breakdown due to stress and off work immediately
Go to The Priory as an outpatient for a year
My boss's boss, the chairman, starts to call me and ask when I am coming back
I just say "I do not know"
Burst out of group therapy session and disappear for a week; need to be on my own
cannot take all of the pressure of everything
Return to Priory
At end of year, meeting called with me, my Mum and Dad and the psychiatrist.
Tells me that I can never work again for anyone and must leave job
Career that I have worked so hard for is now over
Suffer the ignonimy of my beloved Jeep being taken away from me
Go into a state of depression
Start to drink heavily

2002 Realise that I need a fresh start

5th Sept 2002 Sell 9 The Avenue, Brockham and buy Long Barn, Ockley Road, Dorking
with help of a loan from father 

6th September 2002 Pick up Verity from school, as it is my weekend
Pretend to take her back to 9 The Avenue
She realises that we are going the wrong way
Arrive at Long Barn and she says "where are we Daddy?"
I say that this is our new home - Verity very excited

2005 Set up internet football boot business with partner

January 2006 Decide I need adult company - Go on Match.com and I
finally see Liesel
Sent her a wink
She writes back
We email for a while and then migrate to telephone
We are really getting on well and agree that we will we up
Drive to Ealing and book in at a Travel Lodge
Get nervous and smoke constantly outside before getting ready
Taxi turns up and the beautiful Liesel is in the back
She smiles at me
She takes me to cocktail bar and then we go onto greek restaurant
We are really getting on and drink a lot of wine
Takes me back to cocktail bar where we drink some more
I make an arse of myself and apologise on my knees in the taxi home, begging and crying



She says that she will see and to meet her in a café the following morning
We talk for a long while and then she says that she accepts my apology but not to do it again

February 2006 We are enjoying each others company and I spend a lot of time with her friends

March 2006 Whilst working in my internet office at home, I get a call from Liesel
She asks me "what day and time is it David?"
From my past experience, I know that the disorientation is down to a seizure
I tell her to call the doctor immediately. I drop everything and race from Dorking 
to Ealing (40 miles). The door is open and I rush in to see Liesel with her GP
GP says that it looks like she has had a seizure and she needs to go for tests
She is taken by ambulance for tests. Nothing to do so I go home but promise to come back that evening
I leave work early and rush up M25 to the hospital
As soon as I walk into her room, she asks me to sit on the bed and immediately bursts into tears
She said that she had brain cancer and that it could not be operated on
She said to me "David, the cancer has gone up my spine to my brain (she had cancer before and was in remission)
and they cannot operate. As we have not been going out for too long, I will understand if you want to leave me"
I said "rubbish" and then went into the bathroom, dragged my signet ring off my finger with soap, returned to her
whilst putting my signet ring on her finger saying "You will not get rid of me that easily Liesel; I am here for the long haul"
She burst into tears again but this time out of happiness
Liesel was immediately started on chemo; this would last three weeks or so
At the end of every day, I either returned home or stayed at her place, going back to work the next morning

April 2006 One of my good friends was getting married and I wanted her to come with me
I pleaded with the medical team for days to let me take her out for a while
In the end, they relented but said that she had to be back by 5pm the same day
The wedding day came and I picked her up; she was still in her pyjamas.
When near home in Dorking, she said that she had to get a few things from Boots (a very large and iconic pharmacy chain)
Because she was quite uneasy on her feet, I parked right outside boots and gave her my wallet
In she walked into Boots, still in her PJs
A traffic warden turned up. She asked me to move and I refused. She said that if I didn’t move, she would book me
I said that I was not moving and with anger on her face and steam coming out of her ears, she photographed the car and gave me a ticket
She then walked off in a huff
Liesel and I went to my house to get ready; she looked stunning
We went to the wedding but had to leave the reception early. We rushed back home to get changed and then I took her back to the hospital
We were late but they didn’t seem to mind

May 2006 Liesel's first round of chemo was over and they let me take her down to the Xray dept with Liesel in a wheelchair
She had her scan and came out; we both wanted to know what was going on but the Xray technician said that he had to consult with the doctor first
We begged and begged. He then said that the tumour had reduced in size at which point we hugged each other, with Liesel in her PJs
and we burst into tears through relief; all in front of everyone waiting to be seen for an Xray - they had no clue what was going on

The tumour bit back and started increasing in size again. More chemo didn’t seem to work
I had to phone her parents and say what the score was. I said "she is dying, you must come over". Probably in shock, they said "We will make a plan"
I had to take Liesel's mind off her cancer. I said to her that she had a blank cheque to redesign Long Barn to make it her home as well as mine and Verity's
I knew that Samantha's uncle was a builder and so I phoned her to get his number and he came to Long Barn to see me.
I told him that I knew it would take a year to do but given that Liesel was dying, I wanted to throw as much money at it as was needed
He agreed

The next time I saw Liesel, I took up loads of house magazines for her to look through and Dad bought two blue peg boards so that she
could tear stuff out and put it on the board. I also bought her a DVD player so that she could keep entertained.

The next thing to try was radiotherapy. She had to go for a "fitting" and they poured gunk all over her face with two straws so that she could breath
She had to stay dead still until it hardened to a clear plastic mask

Chance for a baby? Although Liesel loved Verity so much, she wanted a baby and so we went to a specialist. The plan was to fly to Spain
and locate a young, healthy woman who was prepared to donate her eggs. I would then do my bit and they would then be implanted into Liesel
but the doctor said that Liesel had accumulated too much water in her body, as a result of the drugs, and it was far too dangerous for Liesel to proceed

We decided from the outset of all the treatment that Verity would not be told, as she was far too young. She never knew how sick Liesel was
as that would have devestated her as Verity now saw Liesel as a surrogate mother, someone who was prepared to give as much love to Verity
as she could muster

Liesel's baby brother, Steve, flew in from South Africa and that was the first time that I had met him. Liesel was very scared so I bought her a CD player and she
chose a Jack Johnson CD "Better together" to play whilst she was being blasted with radio waves
The stuff was so dangerous that we had to look at Liesel through a small TV screen. We were so overwrought that we
burst into tears and just hugged each other
The ordeal was finally over but she needed another scan to see if it had worked; it hadn't.
The only thing left to try was stem cell transplanation
We had to go to a different hospital for the treatment and she was put in an isolation room. I could visit but had to gown and mask up
One of the side effects of the treatment were rigor fits when her body shook uncontrollably; they lasted a few minutes at a time
After another scan, we were told the devestating news that it had not affected the tumour.

April 2007 The new Long Barn was finished and it was stunning. It had used up all of the compensation money that I had been awarded from Premium Credit
Liesel felt at home instantly, especially since she had her own bedroom and ensuite which had mosaic tiles with gold inset into them; she said that
I snored so loudly that it vibrated through my bed.

May 2007 Liesel talked to me and said that she wanted no more treatment; she was sick and tired of being told bad news. I, of course, supported her
She wanted to enjoy what was left of her life to the full, especially with me and Verity.
After all, she now had a goal. Steve's wife, Nikki, was pregnant with the birth due late November/early December and she was determined
to meet her niece or nephew

Ealy November 2007  She had decided that she wanted to fly out in November to South Africa to see her old friends for one last time
, to see her new niece or nephew and to spend some quality time on her own with her family. Verity and I would fly out around the 20th December
so that we could all spend Christmas together. We would fly back together early in the new year. Whether Liesel actually intended for that to happen,
I do not know but she did buy a return ticket. Maybe she was sparing my feelings

A few days before she was due to fly, Liesel fell down the stairs and broke her arm so badly that a bone was sticking through her arm. She had been getting 
unsteady on her feet. I heard a yelp and came rushing to see what was going on. All she could say was "I still want to see my niece or nephew"
I called for an ambulance and when it arrived, she said that she wanted to go to Ealing Hospital, where she knew everyone. The ambulance driver refused
so I said "I will take her"



I bundled her into the car and drove up to the M25. Just before the Staines turnoff, it became gridlocked
There was no choice so I put my hazard lights on and my headlights on full beam and drove up the M25 on the hard shoulder. I thought I was going to get
caught by the Police but never did; for months after, I was worried that I may get a ticket or a Police visit but none came
Liesel was fixed up and we returned home.

The day that she was due to fly, I took her to Heathrow but there were no disabled spaces near the entrance; I was disgusted so I just parked on a double
yellow line. I was not going to risk her falling again so I took her to departures in a wheelchair and handed her over to the staff, giving her a big kiss and
cuddle goodbye. When I returned to my car, I saw that there was a ticket on it, even though I was displaying a disabled badge, which I had acquired after the Boots incident.

Early December 2007 I returned to normal life with Verity and was keeping my mind off things by working. Liesel and I spoke many times, a lot of it was to do with her will but
that did not phase me. I then received a call from South Africa. I was told that Liesel had a major stroke and that I should drop everything and fly out.
As soon as I put the phone down, I went on the internet and booked a one way Virgin flight, just for myself, as Verity had not broken up; anyway, I wanted to see
how the land lied
I could not get a flight until the following evening and so I tried to fill my day with work. I had to phone South Africa to give them my flight details so that
her Dad could pick me up from Johannesburg airport. The phone was picked up the other end and it was Liesel
I was completely flummoxed but then started talking to Liesel. I said that I was flying out on my own and then she gave out a shreak
"No, not without Verity, Not without my Verity, No, No". By this time, someone else came to the phone as they had heard the cry. It was Mandy and she
asked what was going on and I explained that I was travelling alone. She calmed Liesel down and took my flight details and I called off
What the hell was going on? I was told the day before that Liesel was close to death and now I am speaking to her on the phone?
I put it out of my mind, quickly packed and drove up to Mum and Dad's; Mum's sister was visiting and they would all come with me to the airport.
I was not chatty at all and they all left me alone with my thoughts on the journey up to Heathrow. On arrival, I got out, hugged my Mum and her sister
and went through the Departure entrance to the Virgin Desk
The flight was not too bad and I did sleep a little.
On arrival, I grabbed my bag and looked for Franz, Liesel's Dad. This was only the second time in seeing him as he and his wife, Maureen, did finally get to Blighty
to see their sick daughter, even if it was far too late for my liking.
We arrived at the family home and I was ushered to the outside dining table as they were going to have breakfast. Not long after I sat down, Liesel appeared in her pyjamas
Given that I had spoken to her just the day before, I was taken aback. My beautiful Liesel was a shaddow of her former self and she did not talk. She tried
to eat her food but with great difficulty.
Straight after breakfast, she went slowly back to her bedroom. I wanted to stay as close to Liesel as I could and asked if I could sleep
in the other single bed that was in Liesel's bedroom; they agreed. 
I knew in my heart that Liesel would not be on this earth for long now. I had some earings specially made for her, which matched the pendant that I had bought her
They were to be her special Christmas present
When I bought her the pendant, she asked if she could have the matching earings as well but I said that I could not stretch to that
I asked her Mum if it was okay if I could put them on her but I was nervous and fumbled so Maureen put them on. I told Liesel what they were and that it was to be
her Christmas present; a tear ran down her face

It was time to get Verity out so I phoned Verity's mother, Samantha.
 I said that children fly unaccompanied all of the time and the air staff treat them like royalty; she would be perfectly safe
But she refused saying the only way that I could get Verity to South Africa is if I flew back to collect her and then fly back to South Africa.
She was being deliberately obstructive and intransagent as she was always jealous of the strong bond between Verity and Liesel
What the hell was I going to do? I spoke to Liesel's mother and talked about with her, as I was worried that Liesel could pass away if I was in transit
and I had to be there in her last moments.
Maureen was very pragmatic. She said "Let Verity remember Liesel as she was and not what she has become"
So, for the first time in my life, I chose someone else over Verity
I am still convinced that if I had flown back, she would have refused me access to Verity so that we could both return to Liesel and let Verity say goodbye

Mid December 2007 Liesel was now on a morphine drip to ease her pain. She was now blind, was bedridden, could not speak but could still hear
I had prearranged with her girlfriends to all be in the same place at one time and when I called from South Africa to Blighty on my mobile, as I held my phone to Liesel's ear 
they all had a chance to speak to her and they played a song from Abba down the phone; she simply adored Abba.
Yes, the call was very expensive but I wanted the very best for my beautful soulmate and her best friends would have been gobsmacked if they had not said their goodbyes

Liesel and I had made a pact before she flew out. It was a secret pact, only to be known by Liesel and myself, not even her parents.
She told me that when the time came, she wanted to die with dignity. Having had medical training to become a paedriatic occupational thereapist, 
she knew that would happen close to her time and that she would be on a morphine drip. She asked me that when the time was close and she was in danger of losing her dignity
she wanted me to secretly boost the morphine so that she would just slip away peacefully. I thought for about 10 seconds and agreed; I would do anything and everything
for Liesel.

I had seen the morphine machine and knew that I could turn it to full with just an ordinary cutlery knife. Gunk was coming out of Liesel's nose and I knew that
it was time. My meal arrived, I scoffed it down and just looked at the knife. "I can do this I thought". Then a wave of confusion came over me. 
What happened it I was caught? I was in South Africa after all, not well known for jails and if I got caught, I would never see my darling Verity again.
How could I balance up the promise that I made to Liesel with not seeing my daughter? I couldn't
So, I made the ultimate sacrifice or rather Liesel did. I chose Verity over Liesel and I just whispered into Liesel's ear that I could not do it, as I would not see
our Verity again. Although people have said that Liesel would understand, I will still carry that guilt of failure until my last breath.

I suppose the guilt was getting to me and seeing Liesel like that was destroying me. So, I made the decision to speak to Maureen about the pact.
She absolutely flipped and just screamed at me. I made myself very scarce.

Maureen was clearly concerned that someone was going to help Liesel along and so a nurse suddenly appeared, who watched me like a hawk

16th December 2007 By now, Liesel's life was nearly over and everyone was keeping a vigil around her bed. Suddenly, the nurse said "It is time now" and everyone kissed
Liesel goodbye.  Thankfully, I managed to sneak a kiss just before Liesel's last breath saying "Goodbye my darling".
Liesel left us at 5.25 am South African time, at the break of dawn
 After she died, we were asked to leave whilst some of the ladies prepared Liesel for her final journey. 
To my amazement, they pulled off all of her jewellery but it was South Africa after all. Once she had been changed into her normal clothes,
 I kept vigil at her bedside, sitting on the floor, just watching her. Her Dad, Franz, joined me but we both just sat in silence
Then the funeral director arrived, she was placed in a coffin and the male members of the family carried our Liesel out to the hearse.

A full Roman Catholic church service was held with family members taking the coffin down the church
The next day, Franz, Brendan, Steve and myself attended the cremation service. I put a single red rose on Liesel's coffin, in memory of the red rose
that I had given to her on our first date; she always kept that rose and the red rose is a never ending symbol of our love for each other.

The following day, Brendan and I drove down to the family's holiday home in Pennington. Maureen wanted us to do that so that we could
get to know each other better. We all drank a great deal over Christmas, to soften the blow that we had all suffered.
It was a very flat Christmas. It was as though someone was missing and indeed there was someone missing, Liesel.

January 2008 Very early in the New Year, I was driven to Durban Airport to get my connecting flight from Johannesburg to London. It had been arranged
that if I wanted some of Liesel's ashes, I would collect them at Jo'Burg airport. I had already bought a special rucksack and placed the little box
inside. When I went through security, I refused to let them scan Liesel's ashes; it didn't seem right somehow. They oblidged.
The flight home seem to go on for ages; all of the time, I had the rucksack by my side, with my hand resting on it, lest the bag be stolen
if I drifted off.
I returned to Heathrow, to be collected by Mum and Dad. I slept in their guest room until I was ready to go home, playing "Fields of Gold"



Liesel's chosen funeral music, over and over again until I drifted off

After a week or so, I returned to the home that Liesel and I had made our own. On the first night, I sat at the oak breakfast table in our stunning
kitchen sobbing and crying when I suddenly shouted out "Liesel" at the top of my voice.

My life without my soulmate, my darling Liesel, was to begin. It was just Verity and I again.

The next 4 years were very empty and I didn’t want to live but the love that I had for Verity and she had for me kept me going; I had to keep going
for her sake, as well as my own.

2009/2010 I was very close to my Mum and I would visit her and Dad often, mainly with Verity. Verity adored her Nana and Granddad and they adored her, especially my Mum
Then I noticed that Mum was getting a little forgetful and she was starting to repeat herself. I got very concerned and convinced Dad to go with me
to the Alzheimer's Society for advice. A plan was hatched that one of the team would come to the house "on spec" and undertake a somewhat
covert interview with Mum, just an informal chat so that she didn't get scared.
My worst fears were realised whe they diagnosed Mum to have Alzheimer's
Mum got steadily worse and it was putting a strain on Dad, as he was effectively her carer now. He was determined to keep her at home and to
look after her but he was starting to have problems controlling Mum
Time after time, I received desperate calls from Dad asking me to drop everything and come and calm Mum down. I lost track how many times
I went up and down the A24 from Dorking to Ashtead as only I could calm Mum down now.
The amount of time I spent away looking after Mum started to affect my business as I had a lady pensioner as my only support
Even with me going back and forth, the stress was becoming too much for my father and he had what I can only describe as a mini heart attack
So, my work had to stop and I had to stay with Mum to look after her. But I was also looking after my Dad too, even though he was in hospital
Every day, I took him his post and one day he realised that as he had been so distracted with Mum, he had gone into overdraft for the first time
ever in his life. That reaslisation caused him to be unwell and I said that I would sort it. When I got back to Mum's, I went on the computer and
transferred a load of money from my account to his, putting him in the black once more, whilst I was now heavily in the red.
This could not go on and so I asked Martin, my brother, to drive up from Wiltshire. Together, we convinced Dad that he could not go on like this
and that the best and safest place for Mum would be in a home but we first had to get Mum admitted to a mental hospital.
We came up with a ruse and all of us went out for a drive. We stopped outside the hospital and Martin, having the gift of the gab, coaxed Mum in.
When Mum, in a time of lucidity, realised that she was not going home, she swore at Martin like a trooper. Mum was sedated and Martin came out.
That was the only time that Martin ever helped his mother, leaving everything else to me and Dad.

2010/2011 I spent a lot of time researching on the internet the best place for Mum. Dad and I went to about 4 homes, some of them were dreadful and the images
of those poor people with advanced Alzheimer's, now mere shells, will remain with me for always. The last home that we went to was the most expensive, 
by a long way. Dad and I toured the facilities of the Banstead home and were especially content with the fact that the dementia ward was very secure.
We both agreed that this was the place for her. Money was paid over and the forms completed
Everyone was allowed to walk around freely in the dementia unit and, as Mum's memory was going, I put a picture of herself on her bedroom door
to remind her how to find her room again; Mum was sadly now very confused
A few weeks later, Mum collapsed in the home. She was rushed to hospital and, of course, I was called. I next saw Mum in her hospital bed with Dad
there. She had contracted pneumonia but after a few days in hospital, she recovered enough to return to the home.
It was my time to have Verity for the weekend and she was desperate to see her Nana. I prepped her as much as I could for a person that young and
took Verity to see Mum. I wanted Verity to see her Nana in a near normal environment as possible and so I suggested that we go to the home's café
accompanied by a dementia nurse. 
We literally had just left the secure unit when Mum collapsed. Verity seeing this was freaked out and beside herself. My priority was to get Verity
away from there. The home said that they would call for an ambulance and would call my father so I rushed Verity out of there and took her to her
mother's, who was not best pleased that her weekend arrangements had been upset but I had no choice.
After dropping Verity off, I rushed back to the hospital. The pneumonia had returned with a vengeance and Mum was on an oxygen mask
complete with drips.
Deep down, I knew that Mum would not be leaving the hospital but when Mum had recovered a little, I picked up Verity so that she could see her Nana
probably for the last time. Mum was pleased to see Verity and did perk up a little but we did not stay long and I again returned Verity to her mother's.

14th June 2011 Mum has taken a turn for the worse and pure oxygen was now being forced down her through a full face mask. I stayed with Mum whilst Martin
and Dad saw the doctor. That private time with Mum was very special and I chatted away at her. She could not speak because of the mask but smiled
and tapped my arm as though to say "it will be alright David"
Martin and Dad called me to one side and said that there was no hope. A decision had been made to move Mum to a side room, where her support system 
would be turned off. Dad slept on her bed for the last time

15th June 2011 Martin and I stayed at Mum and Dad's house overnight and returned in the morning to find Dad sitting by Mum's bed. The green light was given to
turn everything off but the doctor said it could be hours before she passed away. I was told to go back to Dorking and pick up some fresh clothes but
I had not gone far when I received a call from Martin to ask me to come back. I turned around and broke every speed limit, sometimes driving on the wrong 
side of the road to avoid traffic.I got to the hospital, parked the car and sprinted to the main entrance.
I rushed through the corridors saying "Mum, not yet, not yet" to myself, jumping into a lift that was about to leave. I got very strange looks from the other
lift occupants but all I was thinking about was Mum.
I finally reached the side room, burst in only to see Martin shaking his head; Mum had gone. She had been alone when she passed away as Martin and Dad
had popped out of the room for a cup of coffee. I was unconsolable.
It was time to remove Mum but I insisted that I wanted to help. Mum was wrapped in a big white sheet that was sealed and then she was put into a horrible
metal box on wheels and she was taken away

I had now lost two of my three favourite people, Liesel and my Mum but I still had Verity to keep me together

The following day, Martin  and I went to the funeral directors and made the initial preparations. Dad could not bring himself to attend
Martin then went back to Wiltshire leaving me to look after Dad, prepare the funeral service and to finalise the funeral arrangements
I prepared the funeral service with Dad and he wanted certain music for the service. He could not remember what the song was or who sang it but he knew a few words.
Thanks to the internet, I tracked down all of the songs that Dad wanted and typed up the service to email to the funeral directors for printing
I stayed with Dad for about ten days but even when I had gone back home, I always rang to make sure he was as well as could be expected
and at the weekends, I would come and stay with him, to keep him company
I was very disappointed with Martin and his rapid departure; he could not wait to get back to Wiltshire and his social life
I will never forgive him for not only leaving me in the lurch but never coming to see his Mum or Dad when they were both ill
He put himself before all others and the brotherly bond was broken, never ever to be repaired

February 2012 After a two week visit to Canada to see my cousin, Pat, I returned to the UK re-energised and, on my return, I went on another dating site, 
E Harmony.com. I met Rosanna there and it was not long before we were seeing each other a great deal.

May 2012 Maybe it was because of what happened in my past but I didn't want to hang around and so I proposed to Rosanna. She accepted
But, if I had a crystal ball, I would never have done that, knowing what was to come.

Summer 2012 Rosanna, my fiance asks if my father can come over for a chat
She says "I know that David spent all of his savings on rebuilding this house for himself and Liesel
What happens if we get divorced as I have given up my council house?
Father replies " In that case, the family will buy a house for you and your boys"



Rosanna spots that Verity has cuts on her wrists - Refuses to tell either her or me
Due to self harming, we cancel our move
Verity later says that she did not self harm because of the move - thinks she wants to say more but does not

December 2012 We got married on the 14th December. She was a divorcee and so this was the big wedding that she never had.
It didn’t take long; she moaned about the Rigby and Peller corset that she wanted and I bought for her, she moaned about the hotel
She moaned that I was spending too long on the phone from Austria to Verity and we had not even finished our honeymoon

2013 Cracks started appearing very rapidly. It was becoming clear that she ALWAYS chose her boys over me, even though I had provided 
a stunning house, endless clothes and good quality food. I am no snob; when I met her, she lived on a council estate but that did not bother me
But moving into a different life, with all of the luxuries that it offered just went to her head
I don't think that a day went by without her winging about one thing or another
When it came to planning my 50th birthday party, an inconic date in anyone's book, she said that she had not planned anything
as supposedly we had promised that her boys could go to Legoland
And she wondered why I was pissed off during the whole few days?

Christmas Eve 2013 Rosanna walks out and spends Christmas with her family, although she tells me that she is going to her sister's. Verity finds the truth on Facebook

Boxing day 2013 Write to solicitors asking for a divorce

2014 Solicitors wranglings. I nearly go bankrupt because of legal costs and am so stressed out that I am very close to yet another breakdown
I keep on going to see Dad and he makes regular lists of endless jobs for me to do. Being a very rich man, he could have employed someone
to do all of the work and I start to feel that he is using me so I purposely "forget" to bring my tools.
One day, I have had enough and say to him "I am not doing your odd jobs anymore" to which he replied, shouting "if you are not going to do
them with good grace, I want nothing more to do with you"
My relationship with my father starts to break down

2015 Divorce hearing
Rosanna runs out in tears, on queue, but is heard laughing with her legal team 5 mins later
Father asked to give evidence
Says he treats both sons equally but fails to inform court of agreement with Rosanna
Quite unwell, is whisked away by brother

27th May 2015 Verity is with me for holidays - We go on a road trip to Isle of Wight to see the house that I want to buy
We go to the Griffin pub and have a terrible meal, which Verity hardly eats
It seems as though she enjoyed the ferry crossings more than the visit to the Isle of Wight itself

October 2015 Have to borrow £1.3m from trust to pay Rosanna off, pay her legal fees, pay my legal fees,
pay off mortgage on marital home, as I foolishly put the house and mortgage in joint names even though she didn't pay a penny
and buy a home on Isle of Wight as I need to get away as I was close to a breakdown
 Loan secured on the former marital home and my new home on the island; value amounting to £1.7M

23rd November 2015 Move to the Isle of Wight

Late 2015 (assumed) Verity goes with her mother to Guildford police station
Verity is interviewed by officers
Verity announces that she has been sexually abused by me

Late Jan 2016 Verity calls me and asks if I can come and see her at new college (Frensham Heights)
Book hotel in Farnham (Farnham House Hotel) and Wightlink Ferry

1st February 2016 Travel to Farnham - Meeting Verity in the evening for dinner after college
Receive text from Verity - She is not coming and is going home with her mother
Eat alone and very angry. Gone to a lot of expense to see her and she cancels
MAYBE THIS WAS A SIGN OF THINGS TO COME

2nd February 2016 Return to Isle of Wight

11th April 2016 11am I am working in my workshop, tidying up tools etc
I here someone walking on the gravel drive
I come out to see who it is
I am met by a person who says that he is a detective and asks if he could have a chat inside
I go into the lounge and he informs me that I have been accused of abusing my daughter
and causing her actual bodily harm
I am arrested by the detective
The detective then calls for extra staff as my whole property, amounting to 7 acres will have to be searched
I am escorted to a police van by two WPCs and in full view of my neighbours
am bundled into a police van
I am taken to Newport Police station and booked in - Advised by the desk seargeant of my human rights
I am escorted to a cell and advised that the investigating officers are coming over from the mainland
to interrogate me
I sit in the police cell for 4 hours
The inspector in charge of the station comes into my cell
I demand, as part of my human rights, for me to be able to call someone
He says that is not possible in case I "tip off" my cousin, who is hundreds of miles away in Wales
The inspector, through his body language, clearly believes me to be guilty
All house and every outbuilding trashed and stripped of computers and DVDs by uniformed officers
I am then taken to the interview room by a constable
DC Hollie Say and DC Glenn Parker appear
They spend ten minutes fiddling around with the DVD recorder
They remind me that I can have legal representation
I refuse saying that "I have nothing to hide"
By their body action, these two detectives clearly believe me to be guilty from the outset
They tell me that I abused my daughter in my car and cannot remember because I was drunk
I stay calm, in my dirty work clothes, and refute all of the allegations
The conversation somehow turns to my father and his illness, Alzheimer's
Glenn Parker shouts at me saying "how do you know he has Alzeimer's?"
I shouted back "because he told me"
The interrogation carries on for 2 hours and then its is suspended



I am returned to my cell, where I stay for another 3 hours

12th April 2016 At around 2am, I am told that I am going to be released on bail
I am bailed by the desk seargeant
As it is so early in the morning and there are no buses around, I am taken home
by a Police car
On getting home, I drink half a bottle of wine and smoke cigarettes to calm my nerves
I then crawl into bed
I realise that I have lost my daughter and cry out to my late partner to take me in my sleep
Nothing happens and the alcohol takes effect

13th April 2016 I realise that I had to prove my innocence and knew that if I ended up in court
as soon as the jury saw me, they would consider me guilty before a word was spoken
My daughter would go into the witness box and cry thus brainwashing all of the jury
and they would all curry sympathy for her, thus finding me guilty even though there was
no evidence of any crime

13th April 2016 I set myself a task - I will prove my innocence and I work 7 days a week, getting little
to August 2016 sleep. I have a pad and pen by my bedside to take down notes whilst I am sleeping

I interrogated my emails and travel patterns and send proof to my solicitor that Verity was willing to be with me
100s of emails and proof of my innocence sent
During part of the time that I was supposed to have abused Verity, I was living with my dying partner
Liesel, who was a paediatric occupational therapist and became Verity's surrogate mother
as her own mother was sleeping around. Verity and Liesel were very close and, if I had abused Verity,
Liesel would have reported me to the Police and, even if Verity had not said anything, she would
have "picked up" on Verity's behaviour and would have worked out that I had abused my daughter
A holiday trip to Butlins at Bognor Regis
Asking to come and stay with me at the former marital home
Bringing her boyfriends so that we could go out for supper
Going on a Verity road trip so that we could go to the Isle of Wight and have a look around
as that was where I wanted to be
Verity asking to see me and to pick her up from her new 6th form college so that we could
go out for supper - two hours before I was due to pick her up, I received a text from Verity
saying that her mother had picked her up and was taking her home
This was the very last contact that I have had with Verity
I return to the Isle of Wight
2 days before my bail hearing, I receive a call from DC Hollie Say to say that after a review by
the Police and the CPS, they were dropping the case; I WAS NEVER CHARGED
I received no written confirmation from the Police

01 September 2016 I asked for my copy of the interview DVD but the responses from the Police were always silent with
respect to this request. Under PACE and my human rights, I am legally entitled to receive a copy of the interview DVD
Clearly, due to the overwhelming evidence that I had produced, they realised that they had cocked up
and were now covering their backsides
Despite my numerous emails to the Police, I did not receive a single response

February 2017 Go and see my cousin Pat who is now in Wales, in a house bought for her by my father
One day I sit her down and look into her eyes and said" Do you think that I ever abused Verity?"
She replies "No David; I would not have let you in my house if I had thought that"
We talk about my father and she says that he is evil

Months later, she send me an email saying that I confessed during my trip to Canada of
abusing Verity

28th October 2017 Find out that trust has been lending my brother huge sums of money with no security
Complain to the Managing Partner of Berwin Leighton Paisner
Trust officer has broken his legal and fiduciary duties of care to me as a beneficiary and to the trust itself
Trust officer in charge of family trust then announces his "retirement"

23rd January 2018 Get a letter from the trustees, out of the blue
The letter says that I now owe more than I have recorded and the so called statement bears no resemblance
to the loan agreement that I signed.
The loan balance is only £8,000 shy of the amount that I had to pay to Rosanna for a house, money that my
father, in a verbal contract, agreed to pay. He has not only breached a contract but has also breached a promise

Go into battle with the trustees and complain to the law firm that owns it, Berwin Leighton Paisner

My father has told the law firm and the trustees to "financially screw me"

23rd April 2018 Blog starts after finding Verity's blog on the internet (I have a copy)
Written in April 2017, after I was cleared, she again recounts telling her mother and step father of abuse and harm
Disclose on my blog my father's tax evasion and his illegal activities in conspiring with the trust officers of
Paicolex Trust Management AG and the law firm, Berwin Leighton Paisner
Blog activity starts to go through the roof

23rd April 2018 to now Dedicate my life to getting my daughter back and writing articles on blog about Verity
Hundreds of messages sent to her personally via her blog

This true story was called an Act of betrayal but I changed it to "Acts of Betrayal" as the following people have betrayed me

Samantha Hender, now Parkinson, first wife and mother of my daughter 
Rosanna Hender, now Monacello, second wife
William Hender, my father
Martin Hender, my brother
Alison Hender, my sister-in-law
Verity Hender, my daughter
Ken Garrodd, my boss at Premium Credit and the person who caused the destruction of my career

I am seeking large amounts of compensation from these and other people and financial institutions

https://wordpress.com/post/davidhender.life/4340



https://wordpress.com/post/davidhender.life/4341

7th June 2018 Receive letter on the day of my birthday from father trying to bribe me:
Payment of £250,000 to leave country
Give back family shares worth hundreds of thousands of pounds
Refuse everything and am disgusted with my father

01 October 2018 Spoke to father on telephone
He admitted that "I had worked everything out" - a confession that what I had suggested he had done was all true

10th October 2019 Receive gagging letter from Surrey Police stating that they are noit going to do anything

31st December 2019 Arrested by police for so called email harassment of daughter and first wife
Not charged

12th February 2020 Arrested by police for so called harassment via the internet of daughter and first wife
Charged

23rd February 2020 Sent police a long list of allegations against my family and the corporate law firm/trust company
All ignored

Feb/March/April Allege that my father abused my daughter and my two nieces
Police take no action

9th March 2020 First hearing date - judge accepts my submissions regarding my severe agoraphobia but wants me to appear in a week

Mid March 2020 Police force themselves into my house and arrest me - appear in court in a catatonic state but magistrates still proceed

18th March 2020 Sent Isle of Wight Magistrates court the list of allegations
Respond by saying that "they do not accept allegations by email"

21st March 2020 Finally admit to the world that my father sexually abused me
Tell the police but they completely ignore me. Buried by the Met Police

My father has been directly accused of the abuse but has NEVER  denied it

Late May Wanted to kill myself - cry for help - spoke to friends on island , two doctors and finally my GP

04/06/2020 Admitted to the Priory in Knaphill, as waiting list for NHS help too long

4th June 2020 Court convenes and found guilty of harassment despite being told a week before that I was going into hospital

Late June 2020 Leave hospital as can no longer afford the weekly cost of £6,500 and book into a Travelodge in Guildford, full of drug dealers

01/10/2020 Get a cry for help from cousin in Wales, saying that she had a big fall and could not look after herself
Agree to make arrangements to leave Travelodge, travel to Wales and become her full time carer

15th October 2020 Arrive in Wales. As I take a lot of medication because I am an epileptic, have to transfer doctor to Wales
For the next week, I act as full time carer for my cousin

20th October 2020 Cousin tells my father that I am looking after her and am her full time carer.

22nd October 2020 Police visit my cousin's house and arrest me for failure to appear at court hearing. Transferred to Swansea Prison

My body shuts down and am immediately put on suicide watch, which lasted the entire duration of my incarceration
Write to governor of prison, basically saying that this was a "stitch up", all driven by my father who is a mason
Accuse judge of being a mason and that I would do everything in my power to expose him
Gives me a suspended sentence despite the vicifarous attitude that he has taken against me until now

26th October 2020 Finally return to the island

13th July 2021 After more years than I can remember, my horrible skin condition has finally been diagnosed by a specialist clinic
It is called PRURIGO  NODULARIS and is a stress related condition, which was triggered by the events of April 2016

Now I have been agoraphobic for as long as I can remember, leaving my house only to go to collect medication and to
my osteopath, as I have had a damaged back since my early 20s. My house and the island is my prison


